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1. Cover Letter
Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) Program Management Services
Dear George Cambero,
Clients trust CWE to provide top notch services and deliver results, often within short timeframes. CWE
staff has performed thousands of FOG inspections at hundreds of food service establishments throughout
Southern California. Our FOG clients have been so pleased with CWE’s inspections, client relations and
education, regulatory support, and other water quality administration services, that we have kept some of
them as satisfied clients for more than an entire decade! CWE is proud of our thorough services and
efficient accomplishments that have saved our clients time and money, and we are eager to demonstrate
these unmatched talents to the City of El Monte (City).
We have appointed Dr. Gerald “Gerry” Greene, DEnv, PE, QEP, QSD/P as Program Manager for this
FOG Program Management Services contract. Dr. Greene has been providing FOG support services
throughout his thirty-plus year career and has been leading CWE’s inspections teams for nearly 10 years.
Gerry will be your primary point of contact and will make sure all deliverables meet or exceed your
expectations and that the schedule is adhered to.
CWE submits this proposal not simply as an expression of interest, but as a promise to provide you with
the leadership and resources necessary to manage and advance your FOG program. We look forward to
Creating a Better Tomorrow, Today™ with you, and welcome the opportunity to further discuss this
contract and our qualifications. I have read, understood, and agreed to all statements in this request for
proposal and acknowledge receipt of all addendums/amendments as well as to the terms, conditions, and
attachments referenced. If you have questions or require additional information, you may contact me at
the address on this letterhead above, (714) 310-1071, or jpereira@cwecorp.com.
Respectfully submitted,
CWE

Jason Pereira, PE, CPSWQ, QSD/P, QISP
Principal
“Creating a Better Tomorrow, Today.TM”

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)
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2. Proposer’s Background
Since 2006, CWE’s trusted and distinguished civil infrastructure, water
resources, and environmental engineering services have enhanced the
quality of life of our esteemed communities. We are privileged to have
served over 150 public municipalities, utility companies, private businesses,
and federal agencies who have benefitted from our promise of Creating a
Better Tomorrow, Today™. Our award-winning industry leaders actively
strive to cultivate the engineering protégés and environmental stewards of
tomorrow. We work tirelessly to bring the mastery, creativity, and commitment necessary to deliver
forward-thinking results to enhance the communities we live, work, and play in, leaving them better for
the next generation. This is the CWE standard.

We are a certified Small Business Enterprise (SBE).
As a California-based corporation, our staff have significant experience providing FOG program support
services for local public agencies subject to the State General Waste Discharge Requirements (WDRs).
Our staff have been performing inspections, reviewing the design and implementation of grease control
devices, educating Food Service Establishments (FSE) owners/operators and employees, providing a
broad range of relevant regulatory support services, participating on Sanitary Sewer Master Plan (SSMP)
technical committees, and updating client programs/training appropriate client staff on proper
housekeeping techniques. Our efforts on past similar contracts have been aimed at regulatory
compliance and Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) prevention, including over 2,000 combined FSE
inspections. When you throw Industrial/Commercial (I/C) and post-construction Best Management
Practice (BMP) inspections into the mix, CWE has performed over 7,000 compliance inspections for
local public agency clients, keeping them in compliance with the State Water Resources Control Board
(SWRCB). Our esteemed clients include the Cities of Huntington Beach, Azusa, Covina, Glendora, San
Gabriel, Santa Clarita, and many others – and we can’t wait to add El Monte to this distinguished list!
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CWE has been recognized by the Zweig Group as a “Hot Firm” four times and a “Best
Firm To Work For” five years in a row. These honors not only highlight CWE’s
significant business growth, but also reflect our growing staff’s sense of purpose and
happiness at CWE. We are eager to demonstrate how engaged employees with the
same goal of Creating a Better Tomorrow, Today™ prompt clients to return, and
show you what benefits our dedicated scientists and inspectors can bring to your
table. You deserve nothing less than a trailblazing, solutions-oriented firm to review
and modify your FOG program to improve its effectiveness, maintain compliance with
SWRCB requirements, conduct inspections and build a database tailored to your
liking. CWE is that firm!

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

The CWE Difference

While those in the food service industry typically need to pass a test to obtain a food handler’s card every
couple of years that partially discusses the importance of establishing FOG protocols, CWE staff is wellequipped to easily identify where violations are most likely to occur in a kitchen, and
provide Best Management Practices (BMPs) to correct the behavior. Our
inspections ensure that FSEs:


Are maintaining grease removal equipment and that maintenance
records are being kept onsite



Are not missing or have damaged or inadequate grease traps



Collect FOG products properly, isolated from storm drains and disposed
of using a permitted and licensed waste removal contractor



Are not using microbial, enzymatic, biological or chemical degreasers



Train all new staff appropriately in BMP practices



Utilize appropriate signage to discourage FOG products from going down the drain



Have paid all annual license fees

CWE is here to provide the professional support needed to further set you up for success, and lift this
burden from your shoulders. We already have an intimate understanding of the situation at hand, so we
can’t wait for the opportunity to give you our support.
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Before we were environmental and stormwater
“Industry Icons,” we were food service employees!
CWE Principal Vik Bapna had a brief stint flipping burgers,
cooking fries, and mopping floors at a Burger King restaurant
in the mid-80’s. CWE Principal and Quality Assurance/Quality
Control (QA/QC) Manager Jason Pereira was in high school
when he landed his very first job at KFC, and up until he left
for college, knew his way around a deep fryer. Long before
he earned his doctorate in environmental science and
engineering, Director of Stormwater and Project Manager
Gerry Greene worked at a pizzeria in north Hollywood, and
was taught the secret to absorbing all the pizza grease was to
add more cheese (so everyone wins)! Our expertise in
conducting proper FOG inspections not only stemmed from
what we know about storm drain systems, MS4 regulations,
and environmental impacts – we’ve experienced FOG
procedures from inside FSE doors as well.

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

3. Qualifications and Experience of Proposer’s
Personnel

City of Huntington Beach
Industrial/Commercial, Construction, And FOG
Inspections CWE has provided over 150 I/C inspections

“CWE staff is doing a great job – we have yet to receive any complaints or concerns about the I/C and
FOG inspections, which is almost unheard of! We appreciate your inspectors re-educating facility
operators on the program and applicable BMPs. Thanks once again and keep up the great work.”
– Jim Merid, CESSWI, Environmental Services Manager
City of Huntington Beach

City of Gardena MS4 Permit
Industrial/Commercial Inspections In July 2018,

STAFF
Gerry Greene, Project Manager
Jason Pereira, QA/QC Manager
Allen Xie, Inspector
Nan Jia, Inspector
Ryan Kearns, Inspector
Alexa Reasoner, Inspector

CWE was asked to assess the adequacy of the existing City of
Gardena Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4)
Permit Industrial/Commercial (I/C) Facilities Inspection
Program. We found that less than half of the facilities had
been inspected and the permit required tracking database
woefully under-attributed. CWE then updated the database to
be permit compliant, added Geographic Information System
(GIS) attributes, inserted over 160 IGP records from the State
Water Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB’s) Stormwater
Multiple Tracking and Reporting Systems (SMARTS) database,
and conducting 67 overdue inspections. This initial and highly
productive contract effort led the City to issue CWE a second
contract to undertake an additional 500 first round I/C facility
inspections. Current tasks include: sending up to 300 Initial
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and over 1,000 FOG inspections for food service locations in
the City of Huntington Beach. I/C inspections are required
per the North Orange County MS4 Permit and the FOG
inspections under General Pretreatment Regulations (40 CFR
Part 403), which requires industrial dischargers to use
treatment techniques and management practices to reduce or
eliminate the discharge of harmful pollutants to sanitary
STAFF
sewers. Tasks include preparing inspection checklists and
Gerry Greene, Project Manager
forms, conducting I/C and FOG inspections, identifying
Jason Pereira, QA/QC Manager
pollutants and illicit discharges into the storm drain system,
Allen Xie, Program Training
documenting observed conditions, providing owners/operators
Nan Jia, Inspector
with educational materials to prevent future violations, and
Ryan Kearns, Inspector
incorporating data into an electronic database containing
geographic references that allow information to be mapped and integrated into a Geographic Information
System (GIS) tracking system. Dates: July 2017 – June 2020

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

Commercial and Potential Industrial General Permit (IGP) Non-Filer letters, conducting 100 initial
commercial, 200 IGP Non-Filer, and anticipated 200 more IGP Non-Filer Notice of Violation (NOV)
inspections, incorporating data into a permit compliant electronic tracking system. July 2018 – Ongoing

City of Glendora FOG Inspections and
Reporting CWE performed onsite FOG inspections of

2020

“CWE has done an outstanding job coordinating with local businesses and providing owner/operator
personnel with targeted educational materials. We have been very pleased with the quality of work
and responsiveness that CWE has shown throughout our time working with them. I recommend CWE
without hesitation.”
– Jerry Burke, PE, Former Assistant Director of Public Works
City of Glendora
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permitted food handling facilities to ensure compliance with
the City of Glendora’s FOG ordinance and minimize potential
SSOs. Between 2013 and 2019, CWE performed over 1,100
FOG inspections at more than 440 facilities. CWE is providing
City staff and food handling facility owners and operators with
hands-on FOG Control Program training. The training
introduces the importance of responsibilities associated with
maintaining a citywide compliant FOG Control Program. FOG
inspections include kitchen BMPs such as using dry wiping
STAFF
techniques, keeping maintenance logs for grease trap
Gerry Greene, Task Manager
inceptors, grease recycling, exhaust system filter cleaning,
Jason Pereira, Principal-in-Charge
posting “No Grease” signs and kitchen BMPs fact sheets.
Allen Xie, Inspector
Tasks include: tracking FSE inspections and keeping records
Nan Jia, Inspector
of training, conducting inspections and documenting
Tammy Takigawa, Inspector
observations with photographs and a FOG implementation
Ryan Kearns, Inspector
inspection checklist, conducting follow-up inspections,
providing employee training for BMPs, checking the roof and
nearby catch basins for signs of oil and grease, and providing hard copies of completed inspections
checklists and electronically stored photographs. Upon completion of the inspections, results are given to
the facility manager and recommendations for improvement are provided. CWE completed a Program
Effectiveness Assessment of the City’s implementation of the Stormwater Management Plan, and
assessed the FOG Control Program to determine SSO requirement compliance. December 2010 – June

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

City of Azusa MS4 Permit Industrial/Commercial
and Fog Inspection Services CWE is providing

STAFF
Gerry Greene, Project Manager
Jason Pereira, QA/QC Manager
Ryan Kearns, Inspector
Nan Jia, Inspector

industrial and commercial inspections for restaurants,
automotive repair shops, retail gasoline outlets, nurseries, and
other facilities to help the City of Azusa with Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) Permit compliance.
Tasks include drafting Notice of Inspection (NOI) and Notice of
Violation (NOV) notification letters; performing 32 initial
Industrial General Permit (IGP), 110 potential IGP Non-Filers,
40 new business initial commercial facilities, and 80 IGP NonFiler NOVs; and converting data into a database system. Upon
completion of the inspections results are given to the facility.

June 2019 – June 2020

facility, including FSE locations, and a variety of other
inspection services to the City of Huntington Park. To
alleviate an inspection backlog using funds that would
otherwise be lost, CWE developed a business outreach
program and then utilized eight staff members to successfully
completed 549 facility inspections and visits in only six weeks.
Tasks include: updating the City Business License Database to
conform with MS4 Permit requirements; establishing business
inspection criteria and priorities; developing effective industrySTAFF
specific outreach letters; preparing inspection checklists and
Gerry Greene, Project Manager
forms; conducting comprehensive field inspections of the
Jason Pereira, QA/QC Manager
facilities, including drainage characteristics reviews, pollutant
Allen Xie, Inspector
source identification, and illicit discharge control;
Nan Jia, Inspector
documenting observed conditions for education or
Ryan Kearns, Inspector
enforcement; and developing geographic references to
Alexa Reasoner, Inspector
facilitate future integration into a GIS tracking system. CWE
is currently providing the City with 20 to 30 maintenance inspections per year. March 2016 – Ongoing
“I was looking at CWE’s inspection numbers in the annual report, yet again, and I am reminded that
CWE is amazing! You did some fast dancing and really helped Huntington Park come into compliance.
You made it so easy on our staff that I’m certain nobody else in Huntington Park can truly understand
the feat your team accomplished!”
– Christina Dixon, Public Works Analyst
City of Huntington Park
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City of Huntington Park MS4 NPDES Permit
Inspection Services CWE is providing MS4 Permit I/C

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

4. Project Approach
When the Los Angeles Regional Water Quality Control Board (LARWQCB) referred the City of San Gabriel
to the State Attorney General for Sanitary Sewer Permit Violations 1, the Public Works Director asked CWE
to develop and implement a demonstrably effective FOG source control and inspection program. Faced
with similar challenges 2 and an Administrative Civil Liability (ACL) Order, the City of Maywood City
Engineer also implemented CWE recommendations for proposing infrastructure maintenance and FOG
source control programs. After receiving an MS4 Permit related ACL in the amount of $714,985 3, the City
of Gardena selected CWE to effectively implement its monitoring and industrial/ commercial facilities
inspection programs to demonstrate to the state that a new day had arrived in the City’s compliance
program, and allow the ACL to be dismissed without fine collection. CWE is intimately familiar with
interpreting and implementing state and regional water quality control boards permits and orders in the
most cost-effective and efficient manners for our Permittee clients.

The state Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) Waste Discharge Requirements (WDR) Order does not track
specific annual dates, allowing the exemplar City of El Monte Professional Services Agreement (PSA)
effective date anniversary term, with annual renewals, applicable without the need to prorate the firstyear budget. Should the City prefer a nine-month initial term, CWE anticipates being able to complete
the required tasks by June 30, 2022, or negotiate a reduced first year scope of work budget.
For the Scope of Work Administration tasks, CWE will follow a quarterly submission schedule with
meetings occurring on the first Wednesday, or a mutually agreeable alternative weekday, during the
middle month of each calendar or fiscal year quarter. As is already apparent, CWE tracks the adoption
and amendment process for nearly all the state and regional Water Board WDRs, General and Sector
Specific NPDES Permits since they usually impact our many clients in one way or another. Prior to our
quarterly meetings, CWE will provide a brief and informative written summary of upcoming critical dates,
actions items, recommendations, contract work progress, and any required submissions. Using permit
format inspection tracking databases, copies of which can be made available upon request, CWE would
be ready to summarize the account status of Food Service Establishments (FSE), based on data provided
by the Revenue Management Division of the City Department of Finance. Annually, during the May
1

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/losangeles/press_room/press_releases/2016/FINALRegion4SanGabrielenforcementpressrelease.pd
f
2
3

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/sso/docs/aclc_er/54macl.pdf

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/rwqcb4/water_issues/programs/enforcement/docs/ACL-CityofGardenaR4-20190005.pdf
4
5

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/sso/

https://www.waterboards.ca.gov/water_issues/programs/sso/docs/workshops/informal_staff_draft_statewide_sso_order.pdf
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On February 24, 2021 4, the State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) noticed the availability of the
eighty-five-page preliminary staff draft for reissuance of the statewide sanitary sewer system general
order 5, followed in April by several workshops and the acceptance of comments, primarily from the
California Association of Sanitation Agencies (CASA) and California Water Environment Association
(CWEA). While it is unclear when the State Board will adopt these Waste Discharge Requirements
(WDR), CWE will be ready to assist the City of El Monte in its implementation.

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

meeting, CWE would review City FOG procedures and DWR compliance objectives, then prepare a list of
recommendations and solutions approaches. The final RFP Administration Scope of Work Task, “Establish
a schedule for program activities” is also identified as the eighth item of the Proposal Format.
While the SSO WDR do not require FSE FOG source control information distribution, the MS4 Permit
requires Public Information and Public Participation (PIPP) and Commercial Facility pollutant source
control education. CWE supports this effort using both inspection and graphical design marketing staff to
craft attractive, informative city specific, multilingual handouts, examples of which can be provided upon
request. Drafting these handouts, for City Project Manager review and comment, would be one of our
first scheduled tasks for completion, after Notice To Proceed (NTP) receipt, although it could be deferred
to the Spring and closer to the start of inspections, if pandemic induced conditions warrant.

Unless CWE is at the City for other activities, such as staff augmentation or inspections, we generally find
it to be more efficient and cost-effective to have grease interceptor and trap plans sent to us
electronically or by parcel shipper such as Fedex®. Depending on City standard procedures, we would
verify that the municipal and building code required FOG control elements, provide written comments and
corrections and return the packet, as directed by the City, to the City or project proponents. CWE
currently provides complex MS4 Permit Priority Project, SWPPP, SUSMP, WQMP and Low Impact
Development (LID) plan check and study reviews, with the designated two week after receipt turn around
time.
In other cities, CWE has found the business community adverse to having the inspection company
responsible for fee administration, due to the risk of fraud, extortion, bribery, and misunderstandings.
Typically, CWE has prepared for the City Department of Finance a database of business inspected, date
of inspection, inspector, business and owner/operator address, inspection cost, as determined by the City
Council or City Ordinance, and any other mailing or tracking information. Although CWE suggests that
the City retain accounting, revenue processing, and enforcement services, due to the risk of adverse
accusations against our firm, the City, and inspectors, we can provide mail merge and mailing services to
support the notifications and collections process.
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CWE has conducted thousands of FOG source control inspections for neighboring cities that include
Glendora and San Gabriel, as well as Huntington Beach. CWE has also conducted thousands of MS4
Permit required Industrial/Commercial Facility Program Inspections, that include FOG source control
elements, for Cities including Azusa, Rosemead, Huntington Park, and Gardena. Our inspectors are
thoroughly trained and periodically calibrated to assure the inspections are comparable between differing
communities and inspector experience levels. They typically wear CWE logo shirts, carry public education
handouts and introductory referral letters to reduce recipient anxiety related to fraudulent inspections or
theft. Each evening the day’s inspection forms are checked for completeness, scanned, and archived on
CWE’s redundant serves, along with relevant inspection photographs that document the observed
conditions including violations. Inspections and compliance progress are tracked using a City specific
Microsoft Excel® database, that is regularly converted to a GIS format or shape file, and submitted to the
City along with digital copies of the inspection forms and photographs. While they may be undertaken at
any time of year, CWE inspectors typically prefer to preform FSE inspections during the summer to avoid
restaurant holiday catering demands, observe outdoor eating areas, and activities that are likely to result
in higher trash, illicit discharge, and FOG generation rates.

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

Assumptions
1. City is responsible for Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) reporting
2. City will update the Sanitary Sewer Management Program Plan in 2022
3. City is responsible for inspection fee invoicing, accounting, and collections
4. Grease Interceptor Plan Checks will be sent electronically or by parcel service
5. No more than three Grease Interceptor Review per month
6. Agreement subject to renegotiation following State Board New SSO Order Adoption

5. Proposed Personnel

A brief matrix table of our key personnel’s qualifications are listed on the matrix on the following page
and their resumes can be found in Appendix A.
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CWE would not be anywhere close to a success without knowledgeable staff with diverse technical skills
and cultural backgrounds. We are proud to house 13 Professional Engineers (PE), 11 Qualified
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) Developers (QSDs) and 11 Qualified SWPPP Practitioners
(QSPs), 2 Certified Professionals in Storm Water Quality (CPSWQ), 2 Qualified Industrial Stormwater
Practitioners (QISP), and
1 Industrial General
Permit (IGP) and
Construction General
Permit (CGP) Trainer of
Record (IGP/CGP-ToR).
This organization chart
depicts the lines of
communication between
CWE staff, management,
and the City. Many of
these CWE staff are fluent
in foreign languages like
Spanish, Mandarin,
Cantonese, Japanese, and
Portuguese to keep
facility owners and
trainees from getting lost
in translation when it
comes to confusing FOG
program jargon.

BS

Allen Xie
FOG Inspections

12

MS

Nan Jia
FOG Inspections

4

MS

Tammy Takigawa
FOG Inspections

6

BS

Ryan Kearns
FOG Inspections

5

BS

Alexa Reasoner
FOG Inspections

4

BS

Los Angeles County
Experience

27

FOG Program
Implementation

Jason Pereira
PIC|QA/QC Manager

Data Collection,
Upload, and
Distribution

DEnv

FOG Inspections

31

Professional
Engineer

Highest Level of
Education

Gerry Greene
Program Manager

Staff

6. Quality Assurance/Quality Control
Procedures
All work performed by the CWE team will be conducted using our thorough, proven Quality Management
Process (QMP). The QMP ensures that quality work products and services are delivered to our clients on
a consistent basis. The QMP is the essential foundation for the execution of any CWE project, and it
consists of two parts: Quality Assurance and Quality Control.


Quality Assurance (QA) consists of the written procedures that drive quality. Specific
procedures start with a joint City and CWE project kick-off meeting to verify that everyone
understands the intent, objectives, tasks, budgets, schedules, milestones, and deliverables; the
kick-off meeting also identifies the individuals who are responsible for implementing each part of
the work. The QA procedures also require a standardized checking process, including technical
reviews.



Quality Control (QC) is the system for verifying that the quality assurance procedures are
actually being implemented. Quality control activities are the actual checking and validation of
the work product at every stage of its development. These critical activities include internal
quality control reviews by senior experts; they also include a rigorous cross-checking process for
making sure that all comments, revisions or corrections to any contract documents are correctly
- 11 -
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Years of Experience

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

completed. This same checking process will also be used to document actions taken for all
comments made by City reviewers.
Our QA/QC procedures will be based on CWE's QMP and the City’s standards and preferences. The
written QMP will be project-specific and meet both City and CWE quality standards and procedures.
Incorporating City procedures into CWE's quality procedures results in a high-quality project that the City
Project Manager can easily review for compliance.
The QMP will establish the necessary processes to accomplish the following:


The documents other deliverables submitted to the City are independently checked and backchecked;



A Document Control System is developed and maintained; and



Coordination is closely monitored.

7. References
CWE strongly believes prior experience with requested scopes of work only meets the bare minimum of
what a client should expect from a qualified engineering consulting firm. Our esteemed clients deserve
the peace of mind that we will complete this contract in a manner that meets or exceeds their standards.
CWE invites the City to contact the references below – some of whom are longtime repeat clients – to
verify our track record of providing timely, efficient, budget-adherent engineering services for similar
public agencies on similar scopes of work that were completed within the last five years.
City of Huntington Beach I/C, Construction, and FOG Inspections
Contact
Telephone

Jim Merid, Environmental Services Manager
(714) 374-1548

Email

jmerid@surfcity-hb.org

City of Gardena MS4 Permit Industrial/Commercial Inspections
Contact
Telephone
Email

Kevin Kwak, Principal Civil Engineer
(310) 217-9643
kkwak@cityofgardena.org

City of Azusa MS4 Permit Industrial/Commercial and FOG Inspection Services
Contact
Telephone
Email

Phillip Flores, Engineering Assistant
(626) 812-5064
pflores@azusaca.gov
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Jason Pereira will be assigned as the QA/QC Manager for this contract. He will be responsible for
performing quality control checks and managing the independent peer review process of completed
deliverables. With 27 years of public agency FOG support experience, he has the background and
expertise to make sure all submittals are accurate, complete, and in compliance with all required
standards.

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

8. Schedule and Schedule Control
The detailed project schedule below outlines the tasks, activities, deliverables, milestones, and duration
required for the completion and submission of each of the deliverables as required by the Permit.

Our Fee Schedule/Cost Proposal is submitted in a separate document named Attachment 2 – FOG Fee
Schedule-Cost Proposal per the RFP’s instructions.
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9. Fee Schedule/Cost Proposal

City of El Monte
FOG Program Management Support Services (RFP #20-005)

Appendix A
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Resumes

Gerald “Gerry” Greene
DEnv, PE, QEP, QSD/P

Years of Experience

Dr. Gerald “Gerry” Greene has 31 years of experience providing
comprehensive stormwater compliance and water quality services to
Southern California public agencies. His experience includes the
development of FOG programs in Los Angeles and Orange Counties,
which work to minimize SSOs that come from FSEs. Gerry is
formally trained by the P3S Section of the CWEA and WEF. He is
also a seasoned biologist with three decades of experience, and his
expansive knowledge of local, societal, and physical conditions within
Orange County limits adds a valuable dimension to the assistance he
provides to municipal clients.

Education

Program Manager

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Huntington Park MS4 Permit Inspection Services
Project Manager providing urban stormwater inspection services to
assist the City of Huntington Park with MS4 Permit compliance.
Successfully completed 549 inspections and facility visits in only six
weeks. Tasks managed include: identification of pollutants and
discharges into the storm drain system and developing a SSMP,
establishing inspection criteria, preparing inspection checklists and
forms, compiling a comprehensive plan and maps for discharge
inspections, conducting industrial and commercial facility inspections,
comprehensive field inspections, including drainage characteristics
reviews and post-construction BMPs, documenting observed
conditions, and incorporating data into an electronic database.

31
DEnv, Environmental Science
and Engineering,
University of California,
Los Angeles
MS, Biology,
California State University,
Long Beach
BA, Biology and Economics,
University of California,
Los Angeles

Registrations
Civil Engineer, CA, 55597
Qualified Environmental
Professional, 11960237
Qualified SWPPP Developer/
Practitioner, 00176

Awards and Recognition
Storm Water Solutions

magazine, “Industry Icon,”
2015

City of Azusa MS4 Permit I/C Inspection Services Project Manager for I/C inspections for

restaurants, automotive repair shops, retail gasoline outlets, nurseries, and other facilities to help the City
of Azusa with MS4 Permit compliance. Tasks include drafting NOI and NOV notification letters;
performing 32 initial IGP, 110 potential IGP Non-Filer, 40 new business initial commercial facilities, and 80
IGP Non-Filer NOVs; and converting data into a database system.

City of Gardena MS4 Permit I/C Inspections Project Manager for providing 500 I/C facility

inspections to help the City comply with the MS4 program. Tasks include: sending up to 300 Initial
Commercial and Potential IGP Non-Filer letters, conducting 100 initial commercial and 200 Initial Potential
IGP Non-Filer inspections, incorporating data into an electronic database containing geographic
references that allow information to be mapped and integrated into a GIS tracking system, developing
and sending up to 200 second IGP Potential Non-Filer Inspection Notification and NOV/Referral letters,
and conducting second potential IGP Non-Filer or Initial IGP inspections.

Jason Pereira

PE, CPSWQ, QSD/P, QISP, CGP/IGP-ToR

Years of Experience

Principal-in-Charge | QA/QC Manager

27

Jason Pereira has 27 years of experience in developing and
implementing stormwater management programs for compliance
with MS4 NPDES Permit requirements. Jason’s experience includes
providing technical and project management support clients in the
areas of IGP inspections and compliance, post-construction BMP
inspections, FOG ordinance inspections, TMDL development and
implementation, stormwater compliance inspections and training,
and data analysis.

Education

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Glendora FOG Inspections and Reporting Project

Manager overseeing 1,114 FOG inspections at more than 440
facilities citywide. FOG inspections include kitchen BMPs such as
using dry wiping techniques, keeping maintenance logs for grease
trap inceptors, grease recycling, exhaust system filter cleaning,
posting “No Grease” signs and kitchen BMPs fact sheets. Tasks
managed include: tracking FSE inspections and keeping records of
training, conducting inspections and documenting observations with
photographs and a FOG implementation inspection checklist,
conducting follow-up inspections, providing employee training for
BMPs, checking the roof and nearby catch basins for signs of oil and
grease, and providing hard copies of completed inspections
checklists and electronically stored photographs. Upon completion
of the inspections results are given to the facility manager and
recommendations for improvement are provided.

BS, Civil Engineering,
University of California,
Los Angeles

Registrations
Civil Engineer, CA, 61509
Certified Professional in
Storm Water Quality, 527
Qualified SWPPP Developer/
Practitioner, 21
Qualified Industrial
Stormwater Practitioner, 090
Industrial General Permit
Trainer of Record, 090
Construction General Permit
Trainer of Record

Awards and Recognition
Storm Water Solutions

magazine, “Industry Icon,”
2015

City of Huntington Park MS4 Permit Inspection Services QA/QC Manager providing urban

stormwater inspection services to assist the City of Huntington Park with MS4 Permit compliance.
Successfully completed 549 inspections and facility visits in only six weeks. Tasks include: identification
of pollutants and discharges into the storm drain system and developing a SSMP, establishing inspection
criteria, preparing inspection checklists and forms, compiling a comprehensive plan and maps for
discharge inspections based on hot spots and priority areas determined through inventory databases,
conducting industrial and commercial facility inspections, comprehensive field inspections, including
drainage characteristics reviews and post-construction BMPs, documenting observed conditions, and
incorporating data into an electronic database containing geographic references that allow the
information to be mapped and integrated into a GIS tracking system.

Allen Xie

PE, QSD, QISP
Allen Xie has 12 years of experience in providing restaurant facility
inspections, SWPPP development, and environmental monitoring.
He has conducted inspections in remote locations for I/C facilities,
utility substations, landfills, and wastewater treatment plants to
assess BMP implementation and effectiveness and good
housekeeping measures. Allen has also trained appropriate client
staff on MS4 compliance and keeping SSO spills from reaching
receiving waters. Other duties include performing hydraulic
analyses, conducting site assessments, preparing PS&Es, analyzing
lab and field data to comply with regulatory permits, and preparing
and submitting compliance reports.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Huntington Park MS4 NPDES Permit Inspection
Services Inspector providing urban stormwater inspection services

Years of Experience
12

Education
MS, Civil Engineering,
California State University,
Fullerton
BS, Civil Engineering,
California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona

Registrations
Civil Engineer, CA, 85112
Qualified SWPPP Developer,
C85112
Qualified Industrial
Stormwater Practitioner,
PE85112

to assist the City of Huntington Park with MS4 Permit compliance.
Successfully completed 549 inspections and facility visits over six
consecutive weeks in as part of an organized team. Tasks include
establishing inspection criteria, preparing inspection checklists and forms, conducting IGP and FOG
inspections, comprehensive field inspections, including drainage characteristics reviews and postconstruction BMPs, identification of pollutants and illicit discharges into the storm drain system,
documenting observed conditions, providing educational materials, and incorporating data into an
electronic database containing geographic references that allow the information to be mapped and
integrated into a GIS tracking system.

City of Glendora FOG Inspections and Reporting Inspector conducting a portion of 1,114 FOG

inspections at more than 440 facilities citywide. FOG inspections include kitchen BMPs such as using dry
wiping techniques, keeping maintenance logs for grease trap inceptors, grease recycling, exhaust system
filter cleaning, posting “No Grease” signs and kitchen BMPs fact sheets. Tasks include: tracking FSE
inspections and keeping records of training, conducting inspections and documenting observations with
photographs and a FOG implementation inspection checklist, conducting follow-up inspections, providing
employee training for BMPs, checking the roof and nearby catch basins for signs of oil and grease, and
providing hard copies of completed inspections checklists and electronically stored photographs. Upon
completion of the inspections results are given to the facility manager and recommendations for
improvement are provided.

Nan Jia
PE, QSD/P

Years of Experience

4
Nan Jia has four years of experience in technical report writing,
Education
database management, water quality monitoring, and water
MS, Civil and Environmental
quality data analysis. Her duties have included preparing
Engineering, 2018,
compliance documents, including: SWPPPs, Exceedance Response
University of California, Irvine
Action Plans, and MS4 Program Effectiveness Assessment Annual
Reports; assisting municipalities to develop inspection programs
BS, Environmental Sciences,
and conducting over 600 I/C inspections; conducting CGP
2016, University of
inspections for linear projects under the supervision of a QSP;
Minnesota-Twin Cities
performing water sampling for various watershed groups and
Registrations
construction projects; compiling and reviewing data on SMARTS,
Civil Engineer, CA, 92333
preparing water quality monitoring data into CEDEN format, and
using Excel to conduct statistical data analysis; and leading water
Qualified SWPPP Developer/
quality studies, such as pollutant load analysis for runoff diversion
Practitioner, 27876
project and BMP effectiveness studies for green street projects.
Additionally, Nan has provided support to Cantonese-speaking facility owners and operators so the
regulations and requirements of federal and state-mandated permits are not lost in translation.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Huntington Beach Industrial/Commercial, Construction, and FOG Inspections
Environmental Compliance Inspector for providing over 150 I/C inspections and over 1,000 FOG
inspections for food service locations in the City of Huntington Beach. The I/C inspections are required
per the North Orange County MS4 Permit and the FOG inspections under General Pretreatment
Regulations (40 CFR Part 403), which requires industrial dischargers to use treatment techniques and
management practices to reduce or eliminate the discharge of harmful pollutants to sanitary sewers.
Tasks included preparing inspection checklists and forms, conducting I/C and FOG inspections, identifying
pollutants and illicit discharges into the storm drain system, documenting observed conditions, providing
owners/operators with educational materials to prevent future violations, and incorporating data into an
electronic database containing geographic references that allow information to be mapped and integrated
into a GIS tracking system.

City of Glendora FOG Inspections and Reporting Inspector performing a portion of onsite FOG

inspections at over 130 permitted food handling facilities to ensure compliance with the City’s FOG
ordinance and minimize potential SSOs. Tasks included: providing City staff and food handling facility
owners/operators with hands-on training to understand the roles and responsibilities of maintaining a
citywide compliant FOG Control Program, providing owner/operator personnel with targeted educational
materials, completing a Program Effectiveness Assessment of the City’s implementation of the
Stormwater Management Plan, and assessing the FOG Control Program to determine SSO requirement
compliance.

Tammy Takigawa
PE, ENV SP, QSD/P

Years of Experience

Tammy Takigawa is a professional engineer and has been involved
with a variety of civil design, water resources, and stormwater
management projects. She has conducted thorough research on
several projects for local municipalities, which involved compiling
data and records related to utilities, hydrology and hydraulics,
existing facility plans, and water quality. Tammy’s duties include
utilities research, BMP design, LID planning and implementation,
permitting, stormwater compliance, and feasibility assessments.

6

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE

Envision™ Sustainability
Professional Credential,
21840

City of Glendora FOG Inspections and Reporting Assistant

Education
BS, Civil Engineering, 2015,
California State University,
Long Beach
Registrations
Civil Engineer, CA, 92021

Engineer performing a portion of onsite FOG inspections of
Qualified SWPPP Developer/
permitted food handling facilities to ensure compliance with the City
Practitioner, 27889
of Glendora’s FOG ordinance and minimize potential Sanitary Sewer
Overflows (SSOs). Between 2013 and 2019, 1,114 FOG inspections at more than 440 facilities citywide
were performed citywide. FOG inspections included kitchen BMPs such as using dry wiping techniques,
keeping maintenance logs for grease trap inceptors, grease recycling, exhaust system filter cleaning,
posting “No Grease” signs and kitchen BMPs fact sheets. Tasks included: tracking food service
establishment inspections and keeping records of training, conducting inspections and documenting
observations with photographs and a FOG implementation inspection checklist, conducting follow-up
inspections, providing employee training for BMPs, checking the roof and nearby catch basins for signs of
oil and grease, and providing hard copies of completed inspections checklists and electronically stored
photographs.

City of San Gabriel FOG Inspections Inspector for Fats, Oils, and Grease (FOG) food service and
restaurant inspection services. Responsibilities included performing a portion of the 400 food service
inspections to reduce the number of Sanitary Sewer Overflow (SSO) events. Tasks included: preparing
worker training sheets, conducting and documenting FOG inspections, and educating food service staff
regarding the linkage between FOG, SSOs, and the need to maintain grease traps and separators to
protect regional water quality.

City of Gardena MS4 Permit Industrial-Commercial Facility Inspection Services Inspector
providing part of 500 I/C facility inspections to help the City comply with the MS4 program. Tasks
include: sending up to 300 Initial Commercial and Potential IGP Non-Filer letters, conducting 100 initial
commercial and 200 Initial Potential IGP Non-Filer inspections, incorporating data into an electronic
database containing geographic references that allow information to be mapped and integrated into a
GIS tracking system, developing and sending up to 200 second IGP Potential Non-Filer Inspection
Notification and NOV/Referral letters, and conducting second potential IGP Non-Filer or Initial IGP
inspections.

Ryan Kearns
Ryan Kearns has over five years of experience in watershed
management, environmental compliance, and water quality
sampling. Prior to joining CWE, Ryan worked as the Project
Coordinator for Inland Empire Waterkeeper, where he conducted
surface water quality monitoring, stormwater litigation monitoring
and public outreach within the middle to upper Santa Ana
Watershed. He now holds the position of Scientist I and assists
lead scientists and engineers in environmental compliance
permitting, water quality sampling, and preparing water quality
monitoring plans and reports.

Years of Experience
5
Education
BS, Chemical Engineering,
2016, University of California,
Riverside
Registrations
N/A

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Azusa MS4 Permit Industrial/Commercial and FOG Inspection Services Inspector

for providing industrial and commercial inspections for restaurants, automotive repair shops, retail
gasoline outlets, nurseries, and other facilities to help the City of Azusa with Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) Permit compliance. Tasks include drafting Notice of Inspection (NOI) and Notice of
Violation (NOV) notification letters; performing 32 initial Industrial General Permit (IGP), 110 potential
IGP Non-Filers, 40 new business initial commercial facilities, and 80 IGP Non-Filer NOVs; and converting
data into a database system.

City of Huntington Beach Industrial/Commercial, Construction, and FOG Inspections
Environmental Compliance Inspector for providing over 150 I/C inspections and over 1,000 FOG
inspections for food service locations in the City of Huntington Beach. The I/C inspections are required
per the North Orange County MS4 Permit and the FOG inspections under General Pretreatment
Regulations (40 CFR Part 403), which requires industrial dischargers to use treatment techniques and
management practices to reduce or eliminate the discharge of harmful pollutants to sanitary sewers.
Tasks included preparing inspection checklists and forms, conducting I/C and FOG inspections, identifying
pollutants and illicit discharges into the storm drain system, documenting observed conditions, providing
owners/operators with educational materials to prevent future violations, and incorporating data into an
electronic database containing geographic references that allow information to be mapped and integrated
into a GIS tracking system.

City of Glendora FOG Inspections and Reporting Inspector performing a portion of onsite FOG
inspections at over 130 permitted food handling facilities to ensure compliance with the City’s FOG
ordinance and minimize potential SSOs. Tasks included: providing City staff and food handling facility
owners/operators with hands-on training to understand the roles and responsibilities of maintaining a
citywide compliant FOG Control Program, providing owner/operator personnel with targeted educational
materials, completing a Program Effectiveness Assessment of the City’s implementation of the
Stormwater Management Plan, and assessing the FOG Control Program to determine SSO requirement
compliance.

Alexa Reasoner
Alexa Reasoner is an environmental scientist with broad experience
conducting research for environmental, aerial, and topographic
reports; assisting on environmental planning projects; fire insurance
map development; SWPPP development and reporting; inputting
data entry into clients’ desired databases; conducting field sampling;
and completing chain-of-custody paperwork for sampling events.
She recently received a GIS accreditation from the University of
California, Los Angeles Extension Program, making her wellequipped to handle data set collection and mapping responsibilities
using existing software and applications.

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
City of Gardena MS4 Permit, Water Quality Monitoring,
and Compliance Services Environmental Scientist for the

Years of Experience
4
Education
BS, Environmental Science
and Policy, 2015,
California State University,
Long Beach
Registrations
OSHA 40-Hour HAZWOPER,
No. 2102191363122

development of public outreach materials as part of the
requirements for Public Information and Participation Program to
maintain coverage under the NPDES Phase I MS4 Permit issued by
the County of Los Angeles. Tasks include advertising and announcing stormwater pollution prevention
and disseminate information of proper handling and disposing of possible pollutants.

City of Azusa MS4 Permit Industrial/Commercial and FOG Inspection Services Inspector

for providing industrial and commercial inspections for restaurants, automotive repair shops, retail
gasoline outlets, nurseries, and other facilities to help the City of Azusa with Municipal Separate Storm
Sewer System (MS4) Permit compliance. Tasks include drafting Notice of Inspection (NOI) and Notice of
Violation (NOV) notification letters; performing 32 initial Industrial General Permit (IGP), 110 potential
IGP Non-Filers, 40 new business initial commercial facilities, and 80 IGP Non-Filer NOVs; and converting
data into a database system.

City of Rosemead MS4 NPDES Permit Inspection Services Inspector for providing I/C,

redevelopment construction, and post-construction BMP inspections for the City of Rosemead. Inspection
tasks included I/C inspections of approximately 200 food service, 100 automotive repair, 20 retail
gasoline outlets, and 6 nursery facilities; up to 4 redevelopment construction inspections one per month;
post-construction BMP inspections; and incorporating inspection data into an electronic database
containing geographic references that allow information to be mapped and integrated into a GIS tracking
system.

